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on march 6, 2011, slim thug was featured on the song,the
way u are,from the soundtrack for the film,the artist.it was
released on march 21, 2011, as the album's first single. on
july 13, 2011, slim thug released his third mixtape,a
slaughter house story. it was released on his independent
imprint, west coast muzik, and featured production from
p.diddy, kilo kish, and the neptunes. the mixtape featured
the single,kush,as well as the bonus track,down for life.the
mixtape debuted at number fifty on the billboard top
r&b/hip hop albums chart. on january 24, 2012, slim thug
released his fourth mixtape,flex 4eva,which featured
production by the neptunes, wayne mills, and others. it was
also released on his own imprint, west coast muzik. slim
thugs latest release is boss life vol. 4: american king, an
album that features a bevy of the rapper's most popular
collaborators. along with the g-unit affiliate, boosie badazz,
and x.o. & the sauce twins,and fingaz & wiz khalifa & wiz
khalifa, guests on every song.while the album features
memorable bars like, "thank you for f*cking with my life",
"i'm in a town where y'all used to be,"and "i got a crib up in
the hills where i can get some peace,"there are also more
laid-back tracks, like "flex 4eva," and "long time." working
with lil wayne is an excellent choice for a rapper who has
been considered one of the best lyricists in hip-hop for
some time. the album closes with "boss of all bosses," a
statement of purpose that serves as an appropriate book-
end to the album.
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so what is boss of all bosses? its the third and final
installment of slim thugs hogg life series. its the final
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installment of slims hogg life series, it was the very last
thing i had to hear before being finished with the series,
and it is just a classic. slim drops a new mixtape "fanatik
muzik" with some of his favorite rappers in the game. the
mixtape is inspired by his fans and how they've stood by
him for all these years, and he wants to show them his

appreciation. it is a fan appreciation project, but its also a
fun project that puts slims signature flavor on the track. its

like a very special gift for his loyal fans. if youre a fan of
slim thugs music and youve been reading this, then you

know that this is the best album from slims career. its the
last one. its the last one that will ever be made. no more.
this is it. its also the last one that he will ever make. he

doesnt intend to make any more of these projects. sumrall
has been in the hip hop game for over a decade. since his
early days in houston, he has had a prolific career. he has

released many independent albums and mix tapes, with the
most successful being his first solo release, already

platinum. he has also released many mixtapes and eps,
such as dogg pound, get rid of me, up's ya head, street

brothers, the real slim shady, and luv the nutz. slim thug
also had a relationship with his main producer at the time,
j.u.s.t.i.c.e. league, until he left after the release of already

platinum. he has since gone on to be the ceo of his own
record label called koch records, which he released his new

mixtape, someone to love, on. 5ec8ef588b
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